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The TRAI has issued a consultation paper on 26.05.2020 on “Regulation of 

International Mobile Roaming Services”. The various regulations, directions, etc., issued by 

TRAI are reviewed and amended, if required, from time to time considering the change in 

sector landscape or considering the specific issues relating to the functioning of the 

telecommunication sector. 

The present consultation paper focusses on the review of the regulatory framework to 

prevent instances of bill shocks to consumers availing IMR Service. The uniqueness of IMR 

Service vis-à-vis other alternatives implies a de facto monopoly of the Home Operator and 

raises concerns of any potential abuse of monopoly power resulting in adverse consequences 

for the consumer, be it in the form of abusive tariffs or a general lack of transparency in the 

communication of tariffs leading to a situation of bill shocks. The following questions are being 

posed for comments of stakeholders. The complete consultation paper is available on TRAI 

website. 

 

 

ISSUES FOR CONSULTATION 

 

Question 1: Should not the IMR service remain inactive at the time of issue of the sim till the 

same is activated by the subscriber as a part of the IMR tariff-selection exercise? Please 

elaborate your submissions. I agree, no need to activate the same at the time of issuance 

Question 2: Should it not be mandatory to communicate the details of activation and 

applicable tariff immediately by SMS or email on completion of the tariff-selection exercise 

by the subscriber? Please give your views. I suggest, the operator should arrange a 

personalized call as well 

Question 3: Should not the tariff details and related terms and conditions be communicated to 

subscribers of IMR service by SMS and /or email as soon as the phone is switched on in the 

visiting country by the subscriber. Please elaborate your views. This should happen as soon as 

services are activated and then again when the subscriber lands in other country 

Question 4: Please give your views on the significant differences in tariffs for IMR Service 

under Standard Rates and IR Packs. Furthermore, your views are solicited as to how these 

two rates can be rationalized. Clearly highlight how your plan is different than local operator 

in that country. In my experience, I have seen local operator has better tariffs, also the 

number is easily recognisable by locals who receive call 



Question 5: Should not the IR packs apply automatically the moment subscriber’s expenses 

on IMR Services exceed the corresponding daily IR Pack rate unconditionally for all the 

countries for which the service provider is offering IR Packs?  A personalized call, alongside 

communication in email/text is better option 

Question 6: Can IR Packs presently offered for one day duration be used to subscribe for 

multiple days to avail IMR Service? Whether the TSPs be mandated to permit combination of 

different IR plans as per requirement of the consumer? Please elaborate your submissions. 

Question 7: Why should not the IMR tariff be counted in 24 hour format on the first use of 

data, making or receiving a call or sending a text message and renewing the charges for only 

those 24-hour periods in which the services have been used rather than on calendar day basis? 

Please elaborate your submissions.  

Question 8: In consumer interest why it should not be mandated for the service providers to 

send updates in respect of the data usage exceeding certain pre-established milestones such as 

50%, 80%, 90% and 100% of the data entitlement? Please give your views. I feel these need 

to continue 

Question 9: Will it not be advisable to mandate the TSPs to inform the subscriber by SMS 

every time the subscriber lands in a country/area not covered by the IR Pack subscribed, of 

the fact of roaming in an uncovered zone, and the tariffs applicable thereto? Would the 

aforesaid requirement suffice or whether alongside this, the TSPs be mandated to keep the 

mobile data in the inactive mode and activate only in accordance with the directions of the 

subscriber? Are there any other measures that can be taken to cover the situation as detailed? 

Question 10: What are your views on the measures suggested in para 3.20 to protect the 

consumer from bill shocks dues to usage of services beyond the pack entitlements? Please 

provide your views on each of the above measure and suggest additional measures, which in 

your opinion can be helpful in addressing the issue.  

Question 11: Any other issue relevant to the subject discussed in the consultation paper may 

be highlighted. 

 


